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As usuAl, there are so many people to thank for their help over the 
years in making this book possible that we most certainly have overlooked 
some of you, albeit unintentionally. For this mistake we ask your forgiveness 
in advance. First and foremost, we must thank the many deportees and their 
family members who participated in this study, inviting us into their lives, 
however briefly. For some participants, of course, who acted as informants 
and cultural brokers, such as Manolo, José, and Luis, a considerable amount 
of time was spent with them, hanging out, listening to their stories, observ-
ing their progress, and sharing the ups and downs of Dominican deportee 
life. We hope the end result was worth it and that we did justice to your 
extraordinary generosity of both spirit and time. Further, we must mention 
the direct contributions of Yolanda Martín, Ralph Larkin, Antonio de Moya, 
Omar Bautista, Rene Vicioso, Gipsy Escobar, Maria Heyaca, Lino Castro, 
Kalil Vicioso, and William Cossolias, all of whom performed critical tasks 
at various times, including face-to-face interviews, transcriptions in both 
Spanish and English, in situ expert advice, editing suggestions, and contrib-
uting photographs.

We must thank once again the academic institutions that we have long 
called home, John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate Center 
of the City University of New York. In particular, we want to thank members 
of the sociology department, most notably Barry Spunt, Danny Kessler, Louis 
Kontos, Douglas Thompkins, and Maria Volpe, who read drafts of this book 
and at various times lent their resources to the overall project, and mem-
bers of the Department of Latin American and Latina/o Studies, including 
José Morín, Jeannette Sucre, Jodie Roure, and Marcia Esparza. In addition, 
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we want to send a note of appreciation to the immigration study group of 
Jock Young, Michael Flynn, Fabiola Salek, Cory Feldman, and Fenix Arias. We 
also want to acknowledge the support of Jeremy Travis, president of John Jay 
College, and former John Jay dean James Levin, who, along with former John 
Jay president Gerry Lynch and former John Jay provost Basil Wilson, sup-
ported an early conference on deportees at John Jay in 2004. In thanking our 
institutions, we need to mention the special place in our research occupied 
by the law faculty at the Universidad Autónoma of Santo Domingo, especially 
Franklin García Fermín and Enrique Chalas, who provided integral support 
to the first-ever conference on Caribbean deportees in 2003 in the Dominican 
Republic. These conferences were crucial for opening up the public discourse 
on deportees, providing the public space for scholars and activists to come to-
gether on such a growing yet occluded social and political problem, and help-
ing create the networks that allowed us to extend our sample, which finally 
made the project possible. The erstwhile criminal justice reform organization, 
the Justice, Equality, Human dignity, and Tolerance (JEHT) Foundation, was 
a major underwriter of the John Jay event, but during the financial crisis it 
sadly fell victim to the multibillion dollar skullduggery of Bernie Madoff et al.

Finally, we must thank our executive editor Lauren Dockett, editorial as-
sistant Avni Majithia-Sejpah, and production editor Roy Thomas, as well as the 
good staff of Columbia University Press, who once again opted to support and 
encourage our project through thick and thin, sticking with us over the nu-
merous missed deadlines and ensuring a finished product that we hope will 
cause some reflection on one of the most tragic crises of our times.

Last but not least, we want to remember those deportees in our study who 
passed away during the making of this book. The last of them, Pedro, was 
executed by the police in January 2011 in Santiago. All of their deaths were 
untimely, unnecessary, and preventable; they were still in the prime of their 
lives, and it is only the soul-destroying conditions that characterize life as a 
deportee with double and triple stigmas that forced them to succumb. Thus, 
this book is both a tribute to and in memoriam of the following:

Frankie
George
Eddie
Alex
Freddie S.
Pedro
Omar
Freddie

Pedro (right)

with his brother 

Kalil a few months 

before he was 

Killed by Police 

in the dominican 
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Banished to the homeland
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